The goal of sound morphing by feature interpolation is to obtain sounds whose values of features are intermediate between those of the source and target sounds. In order to do this, we should be able to resynthesize sounds that present a set of predefined feature values, a notoriously difficult problem. In this work, we present morphing techniques to obtain hybrid musical instrument sounds whose feature values correspond as close as possible to the ideal interpolated values. When the features capture perceptually relevant information, the morphed sound whose features are interpolated is perceptually intermediate. The features we use are acoustic correlates of salient timbre dimensions derived from perceptual studies, such that sounds whose feature values are intermediate between two would be placed between them in the underlying timbre space. We measure the perceptual impact of the morphed sounds directly by the feature values, using them as an objective measure with which to evaluate the results. Thus we consider that the morphed sounds change perceptually linearly when the corresponding feature values vary linearly.
INTRODUCTION
Sound morphing has been used in music compositions [1] , [2] , [3] , in synthesizers [4] , and even in psychoacoustic experiments, notably to study timbre spaces [5] . When morphing musical instrument sounds, we usually want to obtain hybrid sounds that are perceptually intermediate across timbre dimensions, such that the intermediate sounds would correspond to hybrid instruments between source and target. A challenging aspect is to control the transformation with a single parameter , called morphing or interpolation factor [6] , as illustrated in Fig. 1 for images. Figure 1 shows that, ideally, we want the morphing factor to control perceptually related features of the transformation, such that the = 0.5, for instance. Most morphing techniques proposed in the literature use the interpolation principle, which consists in interpolating the parameters of the model used to represent the sounds regardless of features [4] , [7] , [8] . In this work, parameter refers to coefficients from which we can resynthesize sounds, while feature refers to coefficients used to describe or identify a particular aspect of a sound. Usually, we cannot resynthesize sounds directly from feature values. The basic idea behind the interpolation principle depicted in Fig. 2 is that if we can represent different sounds by simply adjusting the parameters of a model, we should obtain a somewhat smooth transition between two (or more) sounds by interpolating between these parameters Most authors often conclude that the linear interpolation of the parameters of known models does not correspond to linearly varying perceptually relevant features [7] . If we want the result to sound perceptually intermediate, we need to develop techniques to interpolate perceptually motivated features. For such, we adopted the morphing by feature interpolation principle, depicted in Fig. 3 . Ideally, we would like to be able to interpolate in the feature space and retrieve the set of parameters that correspond to the interpolated feature values. Unfortunately, this is a notoriously difficult problem to solve since most features commonly used do not allow direct inversion for resynthesis, particularly when the features are correlated to perceptual characteristics of sounds [9] , [10] , [11] . In this work, we describe techniques to obtain morphed sounds whose values of features are as close as possible to the interpolated feature values. Ideally, we want the feature values to vary linearly when the morphing factor varies linearly. Most features we use (log attack time, temporal centroid, spectral centroid, spread, skewness, kurtosis [12] ) are acoustic correlates of timbre dimensions obtained by perceptual studies, such that sounds whose feature values are intermediate between two would be placed between them in the underlying timbre space used as guide. We measure the perceptual impact of the morphed sounds directly by the feature values, using them as an objective measure with which to evaluate the results. Thus we consider that the morphed sounds change perceptually linearly when the corresponding feature values vary linearly.
The next section introduces timbre spaces obtained in psychoacoustic experiments and the most salient dimensions of timbre perception unveiled. Then, we present the sound model we developed, which includes amplitude and spectral envelope estimation, temporal segmentation, and sinusoidal and residual modeling. Finally, we explain the feature interpolation techniques that we developed specifically for musical instrument sounds.
ACOUSTIC CORRELATES OF TIMBRE SPACES
Multi Dimensional Scaling (MDS) techniques figure among the most prominent when trying to quantitatively describe timbre.
McAdams [11] and Handel [13] independently propose comprehensive reviews of the early timbre space studies. Grey [5] investigated the multidimensional nature of the perception of musical instrument timbre, constructed a three-dimensional timbre space, and proposed acoustic correlates for each dimension. He concluded that the first dimension corresponded to spectral energy distribution (spectral centroid), the second and third dimensions were related to the temporal variation of the notes (onset synchronicity). Krumhansl [14] conducted a similar study using synthesized sounds and also found three dimensions related to attack, synchronicity and brightness. Krimphoff [10] studied acoustic correlates of timbre dimensions and concluded that brightness is correlated with the spectral centroid and rapidity of attack with rise time in a logarithmic scale. McAdams [11] conducted similar experiments with synthesized musical instrument timbres and concluded that the most salient dimensions were log rise time, spectral centroid and degree of spectral variation. More recently, Caclin [9] studied the perceptual relevance of a number of acoustic correlates of timbre-space dimensions with MDS techniques and concluded that listeners use attack time, spectral centroid and spectrum fine structure in dissimilarity rating experiments. Here we should notice that most MDS techniques suppose that the underlying space is orthogonal and metric, which means that the dimensions are independent and the notion of distance is defined. Therefore, shifting linearly from a source to a target sound in such space would correspond to a perceptually linear change across all dimensions and would also result in linear variation of the values of the correlates of each dimension.
The Features Used as Guides
We included temporal and spectral features related to the acoustic correlates of timbre spaces presented earlier [12] and are supposed to capture the most perceptually salient dimensions of the timbre spaces proposed, namely, the attack time and the distribution of spectral energy. The temporal features we use are the log attack time and the temporal centroid. The spectral shape features we take into consideration are spectral centroid, spread, skewness and kurtosis.
MODELING PERCEPTUALLY RELEVANT FEATURES
The morphing technique we developed is depicted in Figure 4 , and consists of two basic steps, temporal segmentation and consequent temporal alignment followed by spectral modeling and spectral morphing. The temporal processing steps are represented by light grey blocks and spectral processing by blocks with white background. In general terms, the sound model consists in a temporal segmentation step, amplitude envelope estimation, sinusoidal plus residual modeling and spectral envelope extraction.
Temporal Modeling
Temporal modeling comprises the temporal segmentation step and amplitude envelope estimation. The temporal segmentation, shown in Fig. 5 , consists in automatically estimating the boundaries of four perceptually important regions, namely, the attack, the transition, the steady-state or sustain, and the release using an automatic segmentation technique we proposed elsewhere [15] . From these estimations, we calculate the length of each region. The most salient descriptor here is log attack time. Amplitude envelope estimation is performed with the true amplitude envelope technique we developed [15] , based on cepstral smoothing. The interpolated amplitude envelope modulates the spectral frames of the morphed sound, so we use the temporal centroid as its feature.
Spectral Modeling
The basic spectral modeling technique used is harmonic sinusoidal modeling plus noise residual [16] . In order to independently manipulate the spectral shape, we model the amplitude of the partials using a spectral envelope model instead of the amplitudes output by the sinusoidal analysis. Fig. 6 illustrates both representations of the sinusoidal model. In part a) we show the traditional sinusoidal representation, where each partial has a frequency and associated amplitude tied together. In part b), however, the spectral envelope controls the global spectral shape independently from the frequencies of the partials. For every frame of both the sinusoidal and noise residual we calculate the spectral envelope using true envelope [17] . The sinusoidal component is modeled as shown in part b) of Fig. 6 , and the noise residual is modeled as white noise filtered with the spectral envelope estimated from each frame of the noise residual.
MORPHING STRATEGY AND EVALUATION WITH FEATURE VALUES
The morphing steps are as follows: temporal alignment, spectral envelope morphing and amplitude envelope morphing. We use the values of features as a guide to measure the perceptual impact of each step. Ideally, we want the features to vary linearly when the morphing factor varies linearly.
Temporal Alignment
The first important step in morphing is the temporal alignment of perceptually different regions, such as the attack, characterized by fast transients, and the sustain part, much more stable. We cannot Fig. 4 . Depiction of the general steps in our morphing procedure. The blocks represent temporal and spectral feature extraction and processing. expect to attain good results if we combine a sound that has a long attack with another sound with a short one regardless of the differences. The region where attack transients are combined with more stable partials will not sound natural. So, with this in mind, to achieve a more perceptually seamless morph, we need to temporally align these regions so that their boundaries coincide. For each sound, we measure the length of each region (labeled with letters) by computing the time difference using the markers (numbers). The length of the attack is represented in logarithmic scale. For the other regions the representation is linear. Then, we interpolate between the lengths of the regions according to equation (1) to obtain their corresponding lengths in the morphed sound. The interpolated lengths are represented by a letter that stands for the region and subscripts indicating both sounds, e.g. S 12 for the sustain as shown in equation (1) 2 1 12 1
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( 1) where S 1 represents the length of the sustain of the first sound and S 2 of the second. The stretch/compress factors R S1 for the first sound and R S2 for the second are calculated as in equation (2) Finally, we simply time stretch/compress each region by the corresponding ratio, for instance, S 1 by R S1 , etc. Since we interpolate the attack time logarithmically, the attack times (perceived on a logarithmic scale [9] , [11] ) will be perceived as varying linearly under the time-alignment transformation. The other regions will also be properly aligned and ready to be morphed in the spectral domain.
Spectral Envelope Morphing
Following the morphing by feature interpolation principle, the objective of the spectral envelope morphing step is to obtain a morphed spectral envelope that has intermediate formant peaks and intermediate values of spectral shape features. In order to achieve this, the ideal would be to be able to interpolate the spectral feature values and invert this representation to obtain spectral envelope parameters corresponding to the interpolated feature values. One difficulty this approach poses is that there is no known analytic inversion from the chosen features. Instead, we will study which spectral envelope representation leads to linearly varying values of spectral shape features when its parameters are linearly interpolated. The representations investigated are the envelope curve (ENV) [4] , [8] , line spectral frequencies (LSF) [18] , cepstral coefficients (CC) [7] and dynamic frequency warping (DFW) [19] . These correspond to the main sound morphing methods proposed in the literature. Figure 7 shows the source and target envelopes in solid lines and nine intermediate envelopes corresponding to linearly varying on the right, we see the associated values of the spectral shape descriptors for each step. Figure 7 confirms that for this case interpolating envelope curves does not account for formant shifting and most spectral shape descriptors do not vary in a straight line. Figure 7 also shows that the linear interpolation of cepstral based envelope representations like Slaney [7] proposes neither shifts the formants nor results in linear variation of descriptors. The same applies for the DFW based spectral envelope morphing proposed by Ezzat [19] . On the other hand, LSFs behave fairly well under both constraints in this case just like Paliwal [18] states for LSFs. In conclusion, in our model we adopt LSFs as the most suitable parameters to represent and interpolate the spectral envelopes.
Interpolation of Partial Frequencies
Since we are morphing quasi-harmonic musical instrument sounds, there exists a direct one to one correspondence between the partials of both sounds. All we have to do is make sure we will be able to fuse them into a single percept without losing the inherent spectral variations. Here we propose to morph quasi-harmonic musical instrument sounds with the same pitch, so that the partials have a one to one correspondence and no pitch shift is required. Since the spectral shape and peaks are morphed separately with the spectral envelope, we simply interpolate the partials frequency values to account for frequency fluctuations (jitter, shimmer), inharmonicity and other temporal features that are encoded in the frequency variation with time.
Morphing the Amplitude Envelope
Morphing the amplitude envelope is similar to the spectral envelope because the techniques we developed for estimating the amplitude envelope are inspired by spectral envelope estimation techniques [15] . Also, the temporal centroid is the time-domain counterpart of the spectral centroid [12] , and as such, its values behave in the same fashion under the same transformations. Fig. 8 confirms that the temporal centroid varies fairly linearly even when we interpolate the amplitude envelope curves directly.
Morphing the Noise Residual
We morph the spectral envelopes of the residual noise signal and synthesize a morphed residual by filtering white noise with it and mixing it into the morphed sinusoidal component. The noise residual is obtained simply by filtering white noise with a timevarying filter obtained from the interpolation of the spectral envelopes extracted from the residual of the original sounds. We interpolate the LSFs used to represent the spectral envelope of the noise residual just like for the sinusoidal part.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
In this work, we describe techniques to obtain morphed quasiharmonic musical instrument sounds using features as guides. The features we use are acoustic correlates of timbre dimensions obtained in psychoacoustic studies, such that sounds whose feature values are intermediate between two would be placed between them in the underlying timbre space. So, interpolating the feature values becomes the goal itself to render the results more perceptually linear. For such, we introduced the concept of morphing by feature interpolation and developed a model and techniques to apply it. The sound model aims at allowing independent manipulation of perceptually meaningful features of sounds related to salient timbre dimensions, such as spectral and amplitude envelopes, attack time, among others. We measured the perceptual impact of the morphed sounds directly by the feature values. We consider that the morphed sounds change perceptually linearly when the corresponding feature values vary linearly. Future perspectives could include vibrato and tremolo modeling and treatment, and extending the technique to inharmonic sounds, which would probably require a technique to find correspondences between the partials of both sounds. Sound examples are available online http://recherche.ircam.fr/anasyn/caetano/icassp2011.html.
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